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Von Ai_Mikaze

Kapitel 2: Stop running away

“Oi, Mage,” Kurogane grumbled again. Several seconds passed before Kurogane
turned over and called for Fai. The whole mood between them made Kurogane crazy.
The kids and Mokona actually eased the situation always, but no one was here this
time. They were still lost for more than 6 months already.

Ever since they got separated Fai got more and more distantly from Kurogane. As
long as Fai didn’t collapse from needing blood there was no reason to talk to each
other anymore.

This may have been the reason… or it definitely was the reason why Kurogane did all
those things with Yuui.

Yuui was right with everything he said and the longer Kurogane thought about it the
more it made sense.

Fai’s chilly manner made Kurogane fall into despair… for the first time in his life. He
never had many human relationships or even interactions and he never wanted it, but
Fai strangely was really close to him. Figuratively, he has sex with Fai’s another self of
this world anyway.

What would Fai say if he knew about Kurogane having sex with Yuui?

“Stop banging the doors and talk to me already!” Kurogane got louder. His way lead
him in front of Fai’s bedroom door but he didn’t dare to open it without permission.

There wasn’t any noise nor did Kurogane feel a presence from inside the room.

“Mage?!” Kurogane nervously said before he opened the door after all. He suddenly
worried about him … a feeling he just learned on their journey.

Kurogane held his breath, then breathed out followed by an annoyed grumble.

The window was wide open and a chilly breeze was refreshing the room.
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“You could have used the door if you didn’t want to talk to me.” Kurogane normally
didn’t talk to himself. He slowly felt really pranked.

Fai really loved to run away from nearly everything. He ran away from his secrets,
himself and even from Kurogane.

Kurogane actually should stop running after Fai like a dog.

He didn’t think he would break like Yuui said, but it cost his energy. A lot of energy to
be exact. Just to bring this stupid idiot to trust him a little bit.
He always saved Fai’s life against his will and Fai always reproached him for it.

Kurogane didn’t think Fai was normal, but that definitely maked Fai more interesting.
Interesting enough to find out about his secret even though Kurogane said he didn’t
want to know about Fai’s past back then in Tokyo. He wouldn’t force him to talk about
it, but Kurogane would be there for Fai if the world crashed down on him.

Some time later Kurogane found himself back in bed laying on his back, arms crossed
behind his head and staring at the ceiling.

Kurogane’s body wasn’t on alert because this world was peaceful. Too much magic for
his liking and yet he could live there for awhile.

To be honest - it wouldn’t be the worst to stay in this world. Not for him and that was
what Yuui was talking about. But there was this sense of duty which was binding him
to Fai or rather the other way around. Fai was dependent on Kurogane. Kurogane was
in charge of his life and waited for Fai to come to him and demand him to fulfill the
promise to end his life. But could Kurogane really do this? Could he kill Fai yet?

You could hear a mixed grumble and growl while Kurogane was turning around and
instead of looking at the bare ceiling he looked at the wardrobe in front of him.

The Mage gave him a special headache and Kurogane didn’t realize that his lids
become heavier and he drifted off in the dreamworld for a moment.
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